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This white paper has been prepared for distribution for informational purposes only. No
regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in this white
paper. The white paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship or obligations. Although every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy and relevance of any material in this white paper, this white paper does not
contain professional investment advice. The Company reserves the right to modify or
update this white paper and information contained herein at any time without notice. You
should contact relevant independent professional advisors before relying or making any
commitments or transactions based on the material published in this white paper. Unless
expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out in this white paper
are currently under development and are not currently in deployment. 

DISCLAIMER



ONE DOLLAR  is play-to-earn gaming and NFT ecosystem utilizing the $ONEDOLLAR
token built on the Binance Smart Chain. "ONE DOLLAR ONE MISSION ONE
COMMUNITY" ... is our ethos; we want to simplify play-to-earn gaming to attract the 99%
of the world's population that isn't currently in the crypto space. We’ve rebuilt crypto
gaming from the ground up with a familiar arcade-style approach in mind. The ever-
expanding ecosystem consists of games, NFTs, merchandise, staking, and much more.
2022 is set to be our biggest year yet as we develop more games and move into the
metaverse. 

ONE DOLLAR is a play-to-earn game built on the Binance Smart Chain. The aim of the
game is simple… FLY as fast as you can through all of the obstacles whilst collecting
ONE DOLLAR COINS along the way. Successful players who complete all levels will be
rewarded with the collected coins. Led by award-winning and Grammy-nominated director
the ONE DOLLAR team consists of the world’s most talented blockchain, gaming, and
marketing specialists.

INTRODUCTION
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HOLD & WIN
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ONE DOLLAR is a reflect token. That means you will earn some ONE DOLLAR on each
transaction just by holding yours. In fact, there is a 2% tax on each transaction that is
redistributed between ALL ONE DOLLAR holders instantly and gasless. Holders earn
passive rewards through static reflection as they watch their balance of $ONED grow
continuously.

Blockchain gaming, along with the play-to-earn movement, is signaling a paradigm shift in
the gaming space. Players have always been the central driving force behind any
successful game and now they can be rewarded with crypto for the contributions that they
make to their gaming community. We aim to establish ONE DOLLAR as a leader in this
revolutionary gaming space.

PLAY TO EARN (P2E)

V.2 PLAY TO EARN GAME
Coming Soon
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A growing number of blockchain-based games allow players to compete for in-game
assets that can later be transferred into real-world value. This has allowed for the
emergence of virtual economies where users participate in gaming activities to generate
real-world income. This trend has received significant traction in Southeast Asia
particularly. Many have turned to play-to-earn (P2E) gaming as a viable income source
after COVID-19 impacted their earning capacity. The play-to-earn movement has gained
such traction that some governments are planning to create taxation schemes for play-to-
earn game developers and players. 

Free to play (F2P) refers to a business model for online games in which the game
designers do not charge the user or player to join the game. Instead, they hope to bring in
revenue from advertisements or in-game sales, such as payment for upgrades, special
abilities, special items, and expansion packs.

ONE DOLLAR game will be free to play! ONE DOLLAR  is an animated character based
game developed to offer a fun and simple experience for players seeking to earn income
while enjoying playing video games. Designed in a unique fashion to allow players their
choice of varying difficulty from start to finish, balancing their own risk to reward and
offering a diverse gaming experience which never gets boring.

FREE TO PLAY (F2P)
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ONE DOLLAR is fully decentralized and owned by its vibrant community. We welcome
and embrace diverse perspectives to build ONE DOLLAR into the best community in
crypto. 

For every transaction in the ONE DOLLAR network, a reward in form of Binance is
distributed to existing holders. That means you earn money just by holding your ONE
DOLLAR tokens in your wallet. Watch your network grow by every transaction performed
within our network. 

The liquidity tokens are locked. Additionally 1% of all transaction fees are added to
liquidity.

ECOSYSTEM

Community-Powered

Instant Rewards

Locked LP
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VALUES

ONE DOLLAR is decentralized and supported by its community of enthusiasts. We
encourage open communication and believe trust, transparency and a strong community
are the 3 pillars to create longevity.

ONE DOLLAR is one of the fastest-growing and most loved communities in the crypto
space. We believe that only together we are strong. Community is everything and ONE
DOLLAR strives to include everyone from around the globe. 

ONE DOLLAR is in for the long haul. The decentralized community is fostering and
adopting long-term development of the ecosystem and foundation in efforts to drive real
use cases and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends.

In the crypto market trust is paramount. That means full transparency not only in the
community and development but also in security efforts are needed. ONE DOLLAR has
been audited by a third party to ensure everyone’s safety.

With our unique vision on how to connect Metaverse gaming and crypto we will create a
whole new experience and make it easily accessible for the mainstream. Over the period
of the next year we are convinced that we will be within the top 20 gaming meme coins
and widely adopted.

Transparancy

Community

Longevity

Trust

Visionary



With a unique NFD collection, we will add another great feature to the ecosystem. A wide
range of extraordinary characters and items will be available.

As you might already think, you will also be able to play the characters you own within the
Metaverse and wear the items.

Stand of the crowd by exploring the Metaverse with a rare character or by wearing rare
items. Everything will be possible in ONE DOLLAR world, just have a look.

NFD- NONE FUNGIBLE DOLLAR
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With our unique Marketplace, we will allow you to trade NFDs of ONEDOLLAR NFD
collection and third-party NFT collections with the lowest fees. The user-friendly interface
will make the Marketplace easily accessible for everyone and also provide a smooth
bridge to the Metaverse World.

ONEDOLLAR NFD MARKETPLACE

NFD



TOKENOMICS 

Rewards - 3%

Marketing - 3%

Ecosystem- 2%

Auto-LP - 1%

Burn- 20%

(No Presale- Fair Launch)

Liquidity- 70%

Marketing - 5%
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100,000,000,000,000 Total Supply

DISTRIBUTION

Redistribution - 1%

Team- 5%
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

MOONMAP

Tokenomics & smart contract
Website & social media
accounts
Whitepaper & roadmap
Marketing plan & brand vision
F2P and P2E plan & Demo
game launch
Launch via PancakeSwap

Liquidity lock-in
Launching ads on Poocoin &
Crypto networks
Initial audits
Listed on CoinMarketCap
Preparation of Telegram &
other social media content
Official Channel in Telegram
more than 1K members
20% BURN

Full F2P & P2E game
Integration with BSC
Android & IOS game apps release
Listed on CoinGecko
Multiple Different Listings
1M market cap
V.2 P2E game Token information & logo

updates
NFD designs & launch
Collaboration with new projects
to distribute $ONEDOLLAR
COIN
Big youtube influencers
campaigns
10M market cap
Website overhaul, branding, and
graphics improved
ONE DOLLAR Marketplace
Begin building utility ecosystem
Cross network bridges



CONTACT US

You can reach out to us through any one of the following mediums:

Website

Email

Twitter

Telegram
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THANK YOU!
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